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Hospital Beds

Who Needs A Hospital Bed?
An adjustable hospital bed is essential for a patient who will be spending most of their
day in bed. It will allow the patient to sit up in bed for feeding, reading, conversing,
and other daytime activities. Changes in position are also essential to minimize pressure
sores and to help relieve boredom and fatigue. The hospital bed may also be raised or
lowered to give the caregiver easier access to the patient or for ease of transfer. It is
higher than a regular bed and it rolls easily on wheels.

Types of Hospital Beds
There are three kinds of hospital beds available: manual, semi-electric and fully electric.

Adjustments to a manual bed are made by cranks at the foot of the bed, but the number of possible adjustments is
limited. At a minimum, manual beds allow adjustments at the head and knees, and some beds offer adjustable height as
well. Bed height is usually fixed at a certain level, but may be adjusted with a hand crank on the side of the bed. The bed
should have a detachable head and footboard, as well as a bedspring that splits in half for carrying.

Electric hospital beds allow a weak or injured patient to elevate his/her head or feet, without physical effort or a caregiver’s
help, to improve breathing and circulation. The principle advantage of the electric bed is that the patient can adjust
positions easily. Semi-electric beds, which have manual adjustments for height, are called “four-way” beds, while fully
electric beds are called “six-way” beds.

Note: Since many receptacle boxes in current production do not have 3-cavity receptacles, it is recommended that a
grounding adaptor be used with this device. Make sure grounding lead is firmly attached to a grounded receptacle box
before attempting to operate the device.

Mattresses
As with mattresses for regular beds, mattresses for hospital beds are available in two varieties. Spring mattresses are
durable under heavy use, while foam mattresses are lighter to carry.

Always protect the mattress with a waterproof mattress cover. When a patient is using the bed constantly, the caregiver
should turn the mattress from end to end and over on a weekly basis. At this time, the caregiver should also wipe the
mattress cover with a disinfecting solution. To prevent shocks, electric hospital beds should always be unplugged before
washing the mattress or any other parts.

Bed Side Rails
Bed side rails are essential safety aids that keep the patient from accidentally falling out of bed. They also provide the
patient with something to grasp when changing position. Bed side rails can be lowered when caring for a patient or making
the bed, and raised at other times. They can also be raised halfway to provide the patient with a sense of security without
a penned-in feeling. While some manufacturers’ beds have bed side rails that are specifically made for their beds, most
beds use universal bed side rails that have their own frames. Universal rails work with almost any hospital bed. It is also
possible to set up temporary bed side rails by moving one side of the bed against the wall and blocking the other side
with chair backs.

Bed Boards
If a mattress does not feel firm enough, a hinged or flat bed board can be used to firm up the mattress and prevent
further sagging. The board should run the length and width of the mattress. For a hospital bed, a hinged bed board that
conforms to the various bedspring positions, or a board cut in three sections, is required.

Preparation/Installation
If an electrical bed is being installed, make sure the correct type of outlet, with proper grounding, is available. Always test
for ground with an electrical ground tester. If no ground is present, use the manual mode (hand crank).

Operating Instructions
Manual multi-height models: When facing the foot of the bed, the crank on the left raises and lowers the head section
of the spring. The crank on the right raises and lowers the foot section of the bed. The center crank raises and lowers the
height of the bed. Turning any of these three cranks clockwise raises, while turning any crank counter clockwise lowers.

Semi-electric models: On these models, the pendant has four buttons. One pair of buttons operates the headspring
section, while the other pair operates the foot section. In each pair, one button raises the bed, and the other one lowers
it. The function of each button is indicated on the pendant. The semi-electric models also have a manual crank system to
raise and lower bed height. This bed height adjustment operates exactly the same as it does on the manual multi-height
bed described above.

Fully electric models: One these models, the control pendant has six buttons. Four of the buttons are the same as
those described above for the semi-electric models. The two additional buttons operate the overall bed height. One
button raises the bed, while the other lowers the bed. The function of each button is indicated on the pendant. On both
electric models, an emergency crank is available. This crank can be inserted into the appropriate sockets at the foot of
the bed to allow manual adjustment of all bed functions and provide emergency back-up operation if power failure occurs
with one of the motors.

Helpful Tips
Raising or lowering the height of the bed can make getting in or out of the bed much easier. If the patient is using an
ambulation aid, such as a walker or cane, the bed height can be increased to make reaching a stable standing position
much safer and easier. This allows the caregiver to concentrate his or her efforts on assisting the patient rather than with
struggling to lift the individual up to a standing position. For transfers to and from a wheelchair or bedside commode,
the bed height can be set slightly higher for transfers out of the bed, and slightly lower for transfers back into bed. This
makes transfers easier by using the assistance of gravity (making transfers “down hill”).

In addition to being helpful with transfers, the bed height can be raised to reduce bending or stooping by the caregiver when
assisting the patient with turning or changing positions in bed. This is also helpful when bathing, feeding, or performing
any other bedside assistance for the patient. This feature is a great “back saver” for the caregiver.

Safety Precautions
For all manual and electric models, before elevating the head section, it is always wise to elevate the thighs first by raising
the foot section slightly. This prevents the patient from sliding down in the bed. Raising the thighs and flexing the knees
in this manner also provides a more comfortable position for most individuals.

When assisting a patient to turn in bed, the caregiver should first lock the caster brakes and stand on the side of the bed
toward which the individual will be turning. Side rails should be in the up and locked position, and the bed should be set
at a height that permits the caregiver to reach over the rails and roll the patient toward them. Never assist a patient by
rolling him/her toward the opposite side of the bed.

It is extremely important that the brakes be applied on the two locking casters any time the patient is entering or leaving
the bed to prevent the bed from rolling away and causing a fall. Even with these locks applied, patients who are unstable
on their feet should not attempt to enter or exit the bed without assistance. Though the brakes keep the wheels from
turning, the casters may slide on the floor allowing the bed to shift and causing an accident. An attendant or caregiver
should be present to assist the patient and to help stabilize the bed.

Always keep the wheels of the bed locked to keep the bed securely in place. They should only be unlocked when moving
the bed, and should be immediately re-locked once the bed is repositioned.

Patients and caregivers should know how to use the emergency crank in case a malfunction or power failure occurs and
leaves it stuck in one position. This emergency crank is available in most electric beds.

Patients should keep a bedside call bell and a telephone with an emergency number near the bed. If an emergency occurs,
bedridden patients must be able to call for help.
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